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Introduction

What is performance?

The term performance has become extremely popular for the past several decades in a wide range of
activities in the arts, in literature, and in the social sciences. As its popularity and usage has grown, so
has a complex body of writing about performance, attempting to analyze and understand just what
sort of human activity it is. For the person with an interest in studying performance, this body of
analysis and commentary may at first seem more of an obstacle than an aid. So much has been written
by experts in such a wide range of disciplines, and such a complex web of specialized critical
vocabulary has been developed in the course of this analysis, that a newcomer seeking a way into the
discussion may feel confused and overwhelmed.

In their very useful 1990 survey article “Research in Interpretation and Performance Studies:
Trends, Issues, Priorities,” Mary Strine, Beverly Long and Mary Hopkins began with the extremely
useful observation that performance is “an essentially contested concept.” This phrase was taken from
W. B. Gallie’s Philosophy and the Historical Understanding (1964) in which Gallie suggested that
certain concepts, such as art and democracy, had disagreement about their essence built into the
concept itself. In Gallie’s terms: “Recognition of a given concept as essentially contested implies
recognition of rival uses of it (such as oneself repudiates) as not only logically possible and humanly
‘likely,’ but as of permanent potential critical value to one’s own use or interpretation of the concept
in question.”1 Strine, Long, and Hopkins argued that performance had become just such a concept,
developed in an atmosphere of “sophisticated disagreement” by participants who “do not expect to
defeat or silence opposing positions, but rather through continuing dialogue to attain a sharper
articulation of all positions and therefore a fuller understanding of the conceptual richness of
performance.”2 In his study of the “post-structured stage,” Erik MacDonald suggests that
“performance art has opened hitherto unnoticed spaces” within theatre’s representational networks. It
“problematizes its own categorization,” and thus inevitably inserts theoretical speculation into the
theatrical dynamic.3

The aims of this book

The present study, recognizing this essential contestedness of performance, seeks to provide an
introduction to the continuing dialogue through which it has recently been articulated, providing a
variety of mappings of the concept, some overlapping, others quite divergent. The various
manifestations of performance, in both theory and practice, have become so many and so varied that
a complete survey of them is hardly possible, but this book will attempt to offer enough of an
overview and historical background to suggest the major approaches and sample significant
manifestations in this complex field, to suggest what sort of issues are raised by the contested concept
of performance and what sorts of theatrical and theoretical strategies have been developed to deal
with these issues.

My own background is in theatre studies, and my emphasis will be on how ideas about
performance and theories about performance have broadened and enriched those areas of human
activity that lie closest to what has traditionally been thought of as theatrical, even though I will not
be devoting a great deal of attention to traditional theatre as such, but rather to that variety of
activities that has been presented for audiences under the general title of “performance” or
“performance art.” Nevertheless, in these opening remarks it might be useful to step back at least
briefly from this emphasis and consider the more general use of the term “performance” in our
culture, to gain some ideas of the general semantic overtones it may bear as it circulates through an
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enormous variety of specialized usages. I should perhaps also note that although I will include
examples of performance art from other nations, my emphasis will remain on the United States, partly
of course because that is the center of my own experience with this activity, but more relevantly
because, despite its international diffusion, performance art has been both historically and
theoretically a primarily American phenomenon, and a proper understanding of it must, I believe, be
centered on how it has developed both practically and conceptually in America.

The display of skills

“Performing” and “performance” are terms so often encountered in such varied contexts that little if
any common semantic ground seems to exist among them. Both The New York Times and the Village
Voice at the end of the last century included a special category of “performance,” separate from
theatre, dance, or films, devoted to events that were also often called “performance art” or even
“performance theatre.” For many this latter term, now rarely encountered, seemed tautological, since
in simpler days all theatre was considered to be involved with performance, theatre being in fact one
of the so‑called “performing arts.” This usage is still much with us, as indeed is the practice of calling
any specific theatre events (or for that matter specific dance or musical events) “performances.” If we
mentally step back a moment from this common practice to ask what makes performing arts
performative, I imagine the answer would somehow suggest that these arts require the physical
presence of trained or skilled human beings whose demonstration of their skill is the performance.

I recently came across a striking illustration of how important the idea of the public display of
technical skill is to this traditional concept of “performance.” At a number of locations in the United
States and abroad, people in period costume act out improvised or scripted events in historical
buildings or villages for tourists, visiting schoolchildren, or other interested spectators, a kind of
activity often called “living history.” One site of such activity is Fort Ross in Northern California,
where a husband and wife, dressed in costumes of the 1830s, greet visitors in the role of the last
Russian commander of the fort and his wife. The wife in the 1980s, Diane Spencher Pritchard, in her
role of “Elena Rotcheva,” decided at one time to play period music on the piano to give visitors an
impression of the cultural life of the period, but later she abandoned this, feeling, in her words, that it
“removed the role from living‑history and placed it in the category of performance.”4 Despite taking
on a fictive personality, dressing in period clothes, and “living” in the 1830s, Ms Pritchard did not
consider herself “performing” until she displayed the particular artistic skills needed to give a musical
recital. Normally human agency is necessary for “performance” of this sort (even in the theatre we do
not speak of how well the scenery or the costumes performed) but the public demonstration of
particular skills is the important thing. Nor need these skills be human, as can be seen in such familiar
expressions as performing dogs, elephants, horses, or bears.5

Patterned behavior

Despite the currency of this usage, most of her audience probably considered Ms Pritchard to be
performing as soon as she greeted them in the costume and character of a long‑dead Russian pioneer.
The pretending to be someone other than oneself is a common example of a particular kind of human
activity to which Richard Schechner has given the title “restored behavior,” under which title he
groups any behavior consciously separated from the person doing it—theatre and other role‑playing,
trances, shamanism, rituals.6 Schechner’s useful concept of “restored behavior” points to a quality of
performance not involved with the display of skills, but rather with a certain distance between “self”
and behavior, analogous to that between an actor and the role this actor plays on stage. Even if an
action on stage is identical to one in real life, on stage it is considered “performed” and off‑stage
merely “done.” In his well‑known response to the Queen, Hamlet distinguishes between those inner
feelings that resist performance and the “actions that a man might play” with a consciousness of their
signifying potential. Although the common usage of the term “performance” in the theatre (Olivier’s
performance of Hamlet, or the performance of a play on some particular evening) might at first glance
seem to be derived from the association with technical skill, I think in fact it is based more upon this
doubled, repeated, or restored quality of the action. David Román, discussing the shades of meaning
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in a number of “keywords” in the theatre, makes a useful distinction between “performance” and
production: “A performance stands in and of itself as an event; it is part of the process of production.
A performance is not an entity that exists atemporally for the spectator; rather, the spectator intersects
in a trajectory of continuous production. A production is generally composed of a series of
performances.”7 Although, as Román notes, these performances are never the same, they are
nevertheless consciously repeated copies, and even their deviations are part of the dynamic of
“restored behavior.”

Hamlet’s response also indicates how a consciousness of “performance” can move from the stage,
from ritual, or from other special and clearly defined cultural situations into everyday life. Everyone at
some time or another is conscious of “playing a role” socially, and recent sociological theory, which
will be discussed in some detail in the second chapter of this study, has paid a good deal of attention
to this sort of social performance. The recognition that our lives are structured according to repeated
and socially sanctioned modes of behavior raises the possibility that all human activity could
potentially be considered as performance, or at least all activity carried out with a consciousness of
itself. The difference between doing and performing, according to this way of thinking, would seem to
lie not in the frame of theatre versus real‑life but in an attitude—we may do actions unthinkingly, but
when we think about them, this brings in a consciousness that gives them the quality of performance.
This phenomenon has been perhaps most searchingly analyzed in various writings of Herbert Blau, to
which also we will return later.

Keeping up the standard

So we have two rather different concepts of performance, one involving the display of skills, the other
also involving display, but less of particular skills than of a recognized and culturally coded pattern of
behavior. A third cluster of usages takes us in rather a different direction. When we speak of
someone’s sexual performance or linguistic performance or when we ask how well a child is
performing in school, the emphasis is not so much on display of skill (although that may be involved)
or on the carrying out of a particular pattern of behavior, but rather on the general success of the
activity in light of some standard of achievement that may not itself be precisely articulated. Perhaps
even more significantly, the task of judging the success of the performance (or even judging whether it
is a performance) is in these cases not the responsibility of the performer but of the observer.
Ultimately Hamlet himself is the best judge of whether he is “performing” his melancholy actions or
truly “living” them, but linguistic, scholastic, even sexual performance is really framed and judged by
its observers. This is why performance in this sense (as opposed to performance in the normal
theatrical sense) can be and is applied frequently to non‑human activity—TV ads speak interminably
of the performance of various brands of automobiles, scientists of the performance of chemicals or
metals under certain conditions. I observed an amusing conflation of the theatrical and mechanical
uses of this term in an advertisement on the New York subway in October of 1994, when the subway
was celebrating 90 years of service. This was billed as “New York City’s longest running
performance.”

Viewing performance as an essentially contested concept warns us against seeking some
over‑arching semantic field to cover such seemingly quite disparate usages as the performance of an
actor, of a schoolchild, of an automobile. Nevertheless, I would like to credit one highly suggestive
attempt at such an articulation. This occurs in the entry on performance by the enthnolinguist Richard
Bauman in the 1989 International Encyclopedia of Communications. According to Bauman, all
performance involves a consciousness of doubleness, according to which the actual execution of an
action is placed in mental comparison with a potential, an ideal, or a remembered original model of
that action. Normally this comparison is made by an observer of the action—the theatre public, the
school’s teacher, the scientist—but the double consciousness, not the external observation, is what is
most central. An athlete, for example, may be aware of his own performance, placing it against a
mental standard. Performance is always performance for someone, some audience that recognizes and
validates it as performance even when, as is occasionally the case, that audience is the self.8

When we consider the various kinds of activity that are referred to on the modern cultural scene as
performance or performance art, these are much better understood in relation to this over‑arching
semantic field than to the more traditional orientation suggested by the piano‑playing Ms Pritchard,
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who felt that so long as she was not displaying a virtuosic skill she could not be “performing.” Some
modern “performance” is centrally concerned with such skills (as in the acts of some of the clowns
and jugglers included among the so‑called “new vaudevillians”), but much more central to this
phenomenon is the sense of an action carried out for someone, an action involved in the peculiar
doubling that comes with consciousness and with the elusive other that performance is not but which
it constantly struggles in vain to embody.

Theatre and performance art

Although traditional theatre has regarded this “other” as a character in a dramatic action, embodied
(through performance) by an actor, modern performance art has, in general, not been centrally
concerned with this dynamic. Its practitioners, almost by definition, do not base their work upon
characters previously created by other artists, but upon their own bodies, their own autobiographies,
their own specific experiences in a culture or in the world, made performative by their consciousness
of them and the process of displaying them for audiences. Since the emphasis is upon the performance,
and on how the body or self is articulated through performance, the individual body remains at the
center of such presentations. Traditionally, much performance art is solo art, and the typical
performance artist uses little of the elaborate scenic surroundings of the traditional stage, but at most
a few props, a bit of furniture, and whatever costume (sometimes even nudity) is most suitable to the
performance situation.

It is not surprising that such performance has become a highly visible, one might almost say
emblematic art form in the contemporary world, a world that is highly self‑conscious, reflexive,
obsessed with simulations and theatricalizations in every aspect of its social awareness. With
performance as a kind of critical wedge, the metaphor of theatricality has moved out of the arts into
almost every aspect of modern attempts to understand our condition and activities, into every branch
of the human sciences—sociology, anthropology, ethnography, psychology, linguistics. And as
performativity and theatricality have been developed in these fields, both as metaphors and as analytic
tools, theorists and practitioners of performance art have in turn become aware of these developments
and found in them new sources of stimulation, inspiration, and insight for their own creative work
and the theoretical understanding of it.

Performance art, a complex and constantly shifting field in its own right, becomes much more so
when one tries to take into account, as any thoughtful consideration of it must do, the dense web of
interconnections that exist between it and ideas of performance developed in other fields and between
it and the many intellectual, cultural, and social currents that condition any performance project
today—what it means to be postmodern, the quest for a contemporary subjectivity and identity, the
relation of art to structures of power, the varying challenges of gender, race, and ethnicity, to name
only some of the most visible of these.

The plan of this book

This book attempts, in an admittedly brief way, to provide an introduction to this complex field of
activity and thought. The three opening chapters seek to provide a general intellectual background
and context for the modern idea of performance by tracing the interrelated development of this
concept in the various modern human sciences—first in anthropology and ethnography, then in
sociology and psychology, and finally in linguistics. As performance studies has developed as a
particular field of scholarly work, especially in the United States, it has been very closely associated
with the various social sciences, and a complex and interesting cross‑fertilization has been the result.
The study of traditional “artistic” performance such as theatre and dance has taken on new
dimensions and begun to explore newly observed relationships between these and other cultural and
social activities, while the various social sciences have found theatre and performance metaphors of
great use in exploring particular kinds of human activities within their own fields of study. While the
actual practice of modern performance art is most closely related to concerns in sociology and
psychology, its theory and certain of its strategies relate importantly to anthropological and
ethnographic interests as well. Linguistic theories of performance introduced by J. L. Austin and
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developed by Judith Butler and others have added another important strand to modern performance
theory.

The middle section of this study consists of two chapters that are devoted to the background and
recent history of what has come to be called performance art (or sometimes simply performance), with
special emphasis upon its development in contemporary America. The first of these chapters looks
backward to suggest some of the historical antecedents of this major contemporary cultural
expression, and the second traces the historical development of modern performance from its
appearance at the end of the 1960s to the more recent manifestations. While these two chapters
contain some theoretical material, they are primarily historical and descriptive, attempting to give
some idea of just what sort of work has been associated with the idea of performance in the United
States and elsewhere, and how it is related to and differs from more traditional theatrical forms.

An impressive body of theoretical writing has grown up around performance, and the third section
of the book examines in different chapters three of the major orientations of such writing. The first of
these theoretical chapters deals with the relationships between performance and postmodernism,
terms often rather casually linked in critical discourse, but in fact related to each other in very
complex and occasionally quite contradictory ways. Postmodern dance, a particularly illuminating
area for the study of the relationship of performance and postmodernism, is given particular attention
in this chapter and it concludes with a comparison of postmodernism in performance and the more
recent popular concept of the postdramatic. The next chapter explores the relationship between
performance and identity, a relationship that is in many ways central to how modern performance has
developed and been theorized, particularly in America. These two chapters have certain dialectic
implications, since the frequent associations of the postmodern with a loss of origins, a free play of
signification, and an instability of truth claims seems to suggest that to the extent that performance is
a significantly postmodern form it is very ill‑suited to the grounding of subjectivity or identity, either
for purposes of defining or exploring the self or for providing a position for political or social
commentary or action. The final chapter explores this seeming contradiction in a more detailed
manner, looking at the theory and practice of performance that seeks within the general assumptions
of a postmodern orientation to find strategies of meaningful social, political, and cultural positioning.
In this, the third articulation of this introduction, these final two chapters have required the most
significant elaboration, with identity performance moving beyond gender and ethnicity into a wider
variety of identity questions, including those of non-conventional bodies. Cultural performance also
has vastly expanded, with the expansion of performance strategies into such key areas as
ecoperformance and performance in the aftermath or the continuing presence of international conflict.
Such social and cultural concerns provide some of the most critical challenges facing humanity today,
and they are not surprisingly the areas where the most lively and challenging explorations of the
possibilities of performance are now taking place.
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Chapter 1

The performance of culture

Anthropological and ethnographic approaches

The term “performance,” as it is encountered, for example, in departments or programs of
“performance studies” in the United States today, is heavily indebted to terminology and theoretical
strategies developed during the 1960s and 1970s in the social sciences, and particularly in
anthropology and sociology. Especially important in making connections across the boundaries of
traditional theatre studies, anthropology, and sociology has been the writings of Richard Schechner,
coming from a theatre background, the anthropologists Victor Turner and Dwight Conquergood, and
the sociologist Erving Goffman. For persons involved in theatre studies, a major statement of these
converging interests appeared in the fall of 1973, in a special issue of The Drama Review devoted to
“Theatre and the Social Sciences.” In the introduction to that issue, guest editor Richard Schechner
listed seven “areas where performance theory and the social sciences coincide.” These were:

1    Performance in everyday life, including gatherings of every kind.
2    The structure of sports, ritual, play, and public political behaviors.
3    Analysis of various modes of communication (other than the written word); semiotics.
4    Connections between human and animal behavior patterns with an emphasis on play and

ritualized behavior.
5    Aspects of psychotherapy that emphasize person‑to‑person interaction, acting out, and body

awareness.
6    Ethnography and prehistory—both of exotic and familiar cultures.

7    Constitution of unified theories of performance, which are, in fact, theories of behavior.1

Schechner’s listing is somewhat reminiscent of a similar attempt to suggest future areas of research
between theatre and the social sciences published in 1956 by Georges Gurvitch to summarize the
proceedings of a French conference on the subject. Anticipating the subsequent research of scholars
like Goffman and Turner, Gurvitch called attention to the theatrical or performance elements in all
social ceremonies, even in “a simple reception or a gathering of friends.”2

Both of these lists outline a rather broader field than the main line of research has in fact followed,
but each may be considered as a whole remarkably prescient about a significant part of modern
performance study. Indeed, an understanding of contemporary usage of the term performance can
probably most usefully begin with an overview of the most influential and relevant writings on the
subject in anthropology and sociology. Accordingly we shall consider, in this chapter, the issues and
concerns surrounding performance in anthropological writing since the 1960s, and, in the following
chapter, we turn to sociology. The hope in outlining developments in both fields is by no means to
provide a general introduction to modern anthropological or sociological theory, but rather to
introduce the specific aspects of that theory that have contributed to current thinking about
performance, both in theory and in practice.

Performance and anthropology

The field of anthropology has been a particularly rich source for the discussion of performance.
Indeed it had become so attractive a subject in that field by the 1970s that some anthropologists
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expressed concern about its ubiquity. Dell Hymes, for example, complained in 1975 that: “If some
grammarians have confused matters by lumping what does not interest them under ‘performance,’
cultural anthropologists and folklorists have not done much to clarify the situation. We have tended
to lump what does interest us under ‘performance.’”3

Hymes makes an attempt to confine the sprawling field of what is lumped under “performance” by
contrasting it with two activity categories often confused with it: behavior and conduct. The first
refers simply to “anything and everything that happens,” the second to behavior “under the aegis of
social norms, cultural rules, shared principles of interpretability.” Clearly conduct is a certain subset
of behavior, and performance Hymes defines as a further subset within conduct, in which one or more
persons “assume a responsibility to an audience and to tradition as they understand it.” Yet, in
keeping with the essentially contested nature of performance, even this rather specific articulation
raises as many problems as it solves, particularly in what is meant by “assuming responsibility.” The
audience certainly plays a key role in most attempts to define performance, especially in those
attempts to separate performance from other behavior, but just how the performer is “responsible” to
them has itself been the subject of much debate.

Even more problematic is the idea of responsibility to tradition. There is widespread agreement
among performance theorists that all performance is based upon some pre‑existing model, script, or
pattern of action. Richard Schechner in a happy and widely‑quoted phrase calls performance
“restored behavior.”4 John MacAloon has similarly asserted that “there is no performance without
pre‑formance.”5 On the other hand, much modern anthropological analysis of performance has laid
special stress on how performance can work within a society precisely to undermine tradition, to
provide a site for the exploration of fresh and alternative structures and patterns of behavior. Whether
performance within a culture serves most importantly to reinforce the assumptions of that culture or
to provide a possible site of alternative assumptions is an on-going debate that provides a particularly
clear example of the contested quality of performance analysis.

Precisely what performance accomplishes and how it accomplishes this clearly can be approached in
a variety of ways, although there has been general agreement that within every culture there can be
discovered a certain kind of activity, set apart from other activities by space, time, attitude, or all
three, that can be spoken of and analyzed as performance. Folklore studies has been one of the areas
of anthropology and cultural studies that has contributed most significantly to modern concepts of
performance study, and one of the first anthropological theorists to utilize “performance” as a central
critical term, William H. Jansen, employed it to deal with a major concern of the 1950s in folklore
studies, that is, classification. Jansen suggested a classification model with performance and
participation as two ends of a spectrum, based primarily upon the degree of involvement of the
“audience” of the event.6

Cultural performance

The term “cultural performance,” now widely found in anthropological and ethnographic writing,
was coined by Milton Singer in an introduction to a collection of essays on Indian culture that he
edited in 1959. Here Singer suggested that the culture content of a tradition was transmitted by
specific cultural media as well as by human carriers and that a study of the operations of such media
on particular occasions could provide anthropology with “a particularization of the structure of
tradition complementary to the social organization.”7 South Asians, and perhaps all peoples, Singer
argued, thought of their culture as encapsulated in discrete events, “cultural performances,” which
could be exhibited to themselves and others and which provided the “most concrete observable units
of the cultural structure.” Among these “performances,” Singer listed traditional theatre and dance,
but also concerts, recitations, religious festivals, weddings, and so on. All such performances possessed
certain features: “a definitely limited time span, a beginning and an end, an organized program of
activity, a set of performers, an audience, and a place and occasion of performance.”8 If one would
substitute “a script” for Singer’s “organized program of activity,” then these distinctive features of
cultural performance could as easily be describing the traditional concept of theatre, and Singer’s
approach and his influence has unquestionably contributed significantly to the convergence of
anthropological and theatrical theory in the area of performance from the early 1970s onward. His
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“features” of performance, especially their emphasis on performance as “set apart” in time, place, and
occasion, find countless echoes in subsequent research, and his view of performance as a discrete
concretization of cultural assumptions significantly contributed to what might be categorized as the
conservative interpretation of performance’s role in culture.

During the next decade, the relationship between culture and performance became a matter of
increasing concern in both folklore studies and general anthropology. Between his two surveys of the
former field in 1963 and 1972, Richard M. Dorson noted the rise of a new orientation, which he
called a “contextual approach” to folklore research.9 The emphasis of such an approach shifts from
the text to its function as a performative and communicative act in a particular cultural situation and
has looked to the field of sociolinguistics for much of its theory and methodology. Dell Hymes has
characterized this blending of communication models and cultural placement as a new “ethnography
of communication,”10 and Dan Ben‑Amos and Kenneth S. Goldstein in their introduction to a 1975
collection of essays on folklore, suggest that the new emphasis falls not upon “the entire network of
culturally defined communicative events, but upon these situations in which the relationship of
performance obtains between speakers and listeners.”11

Kenneth Burke and the rhetoric of performance

In their analysis of the component elements of this relationship, contextual folklorists began to
converge with performance analysts in other fields. A common source for a number of these was the
writings of Kenneth Burke, especially for those contextualists who began to consider the rhetorical
function of folkloric performance. Roger Abrahams, for example, in advancing a “rhetorical theory of
folklore,” claimed that “performance is a way of persuading through the production of pleasure,” and
specifically recommended Burke as a source of analytic strategies.12 Burke has perhaps been even
more influential among performatively oriented sociologists than anthropologists, but his interest in
language and thought as “situated modes of action” and his pragmatic assertion that “every text is a
strategy for encompassing a situation,”13 were clearly extremely useful concepts for these contextual
theorists. Burke’s central utilization in his rhetorical analysis of a whole set of theatrical metaphors
further emphasized for anthropological theory that aspect of the performative situation, but his model
of action was even more influential in sociological theory, and it will be considered in more detail
later when we turn to that tradition.

A shift in attention from the folkloric text to the performative context involved, as in Burke, a shift
from traditional content to the more “rhetorical” study of means and techniques. In a 1986 study of
oral narrative, Richard Bauman attempted to define the “essence” of performance in terms that
clearly echoed the earlier formulations of Hymes, but equally clearly incorporated this new
orientation. The definition began with a paraphrase of Hymes: “the assumption of responsibility to an
audience for a display of communicative skill,” but significantly continued “highlighting the way in
which communication is carried out, above and beyond its referential content (emphasis mine).”14 In
an earlier study of verbal performance, Bauman suggested that performance was “marked as subject
to evaluation for the way it is done, for the relative skill and effectiveness of the performer’s display,”
and also “marked as available for the enhancement of experience, through the present enjoyment of
the intrinsic qualities of the act of expression itself.”15

Despite their apparent emphasis upon the “how” of performance, Hymes and Bauman remain
firmly “contextual,” giving much more attention to the total performance situation than to the
specific activities of the performer. Yet another “essentially contested” aspect of performance involves
the question of to what extent performance itself results from something the performer does and to
what extent it results from a particular context in which it is done. When Bauman speaks of
performance as being “marked” in order to be interpreted in a particular way, he is assuming, as most
anthropological theorists have done, that it is this “marking” that permits a culture to experience
performance as performance. The operations of this “marking” have been a particular concern of
Gregory Bateson, whose writings, especially the 1954 essay “A Theory of Play and Fantasy” have
provided several extremely important concepts and terms to performance theory. Bateson is concerned
with how living organisms distinguish between “seriousness” and “play.” In order for play to exist
(and Bateson cites examples of it among animals and birds as well as humans) the “playing”
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organisms must be “capable of some degree of metacommunication,” to signal to each other that their
mutual interactions are not to be taken “seriously.”16 For the metacommunicative message “This is
play” to operate, some mental operation must establish what is and is not included in “this.” In
Bateson’s words, “every metacommunicative message is or defines a psychological frame” within
which is contained the total subject of that message.17 These closely related concerns of
metacommunication and psychological framing have been of great importance in later thinking about
performance, even though the conflation of “performance” and “play” raises problems of its own, to
which we will later return. Anthropological and folklore theorists, as well as psychological and
sociological theorists (in particular Erving Goffman) have built upon these ideas to develop a view of
performance that owes more to context and to the dynamics of reception than to the specific activities
of the performer.

Victor Turner and social drama

During the 1960s and 1970s the developing interest among anthropologists in social context and play
encouraged an interest in analytical models drawn from theatre and drama. Probably the most
important contributor to this orientation was Victor Turner, beginning in the late 1950s with his
Schism and Continuity. In this study of the Ndembu people, Turner first set forward the concept of
“social drama” as a tool for social anthropologists. Turner’s “social drama,” like Singer’s “cultural
performance,” developed a model from the specific cultural form of theatre to apply to the analysis of
a far larger body of cultural manifestations, though Singer’s model drew more directly upon the
performance situation of theatre, and Turner upon traditional structures of dramatic action. Thus
Turner’s concept is defined not by the situation of its enactment (its “frame” or marking), nor by its
particular physical dynamics (the focus of Barba), but by its organizational structure.

As Turner explains at some length in his 1982 From Ritual to Theatre, his concept of social drama
was based upon the early-twentieth-century work of Arnold van Gennep, especially from his 1908
classic Rites de Passage. Van Gennep was interested in developing a model to analyze the organization
of ritual as it governed the transition of individuals or whole societies from one social situation to
another. He concentrated on ceremonies by which individuals passed from one role within their
society to another, and the term “rites of passage” has become commonly associated with this
process, especially with the puberty rites marking the change from child to adult. Turner points out
however that van Gennep originally spoke of rites of passage as including any ceremony marking
individual or social change—from peace to war, from plague to health, even regularly repeated
calendrical or seasonal changes, and it is this more general type of transition that Turner seeks to
analyze. Turner’s intellectual debt to van Gennep has had major implications for subsequent
performance theory. Despite their very different orientations, Singer, Hymes, Bauman, and Barba all
generally view performance as an activity somehow “set apart” from that of everyday life, an
orientation also of the “play” theorists we will consider presently. Turner, looking to van Gennep’s
rites of passage, emphasizes not so much the “set-apartness” of performance, but its “in-
betweenness,” its function as transition between two states of more settled or more conventional
cultural activity. This image of performance as a border, a margin, a site of negotiation has become
extremely important in subsequent thinking about such activity, indeed in the opening address to the
first annual conference on Performance Studies, held in New York in the spring of 1995, Dwight
Conquergood cited performance’s location on the borders and margins as that which most clearly
distinguished it from traditional disciplines and fields of study, concerned with establishing a center
for their activity.18

Van Gennep suggested that rites of passage normally involved three steps, with particular types of
rite involved in each: rites of separation from an established social role or order, threshold or liminal
rites performed in the transitional space between roles or orders, and rites of reincorporation into an
established order.19 Van Gennep’s terms are rites de séparation, marge or limen, and agrégation,
translated by Turner as “separation, transition, and incorporation,” but Turner also makes important
and original use of M. B. Vizedon and G. L. Caffee’s “preliminal, liminal, and postliminal.”

The use of drama as a metaphor for non‑theatrical cultural manifestations continued to mark
Turner’s work as he studied a wider variety of cultural manifestations. In his 1974 Dramas, Fields,
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and Metaphors he explained how, in his early attempts to analyze social activities among the
Ndembu, he combined the process‑based structure of van Gennep with a metaphorical model derived
from the cultural form of the stage drama,20 and then subsequently expanded this analytic strategy
from the village level of the Ndembu to complex sequences of events on the national level, such as the
conflict between Henry II of England and Thomas à Becket or the Hidalgo Insurrection in early-
nineteenth-century Mexico. In each of these “social dramas” Turner traced the same pattern: first a
breach in an established and accepted norm (corresponding to van Gennep’s separation), then a
mounting crisis as factions are formed, followed by a process of redress, as formal and informal
mechanisms of crisis resolution are employed (these two phases corresponding to van Gennep’s
transition), and finally a reintegration, very likely involving an adjustment of the original cultural
situation (corresponding to van Gennep’s reincorporation) or alternatively, a recognition of the
permanence of the schism.

Richard Schechner and social drama

No theatre theorist has been more instrumental in developing modern performance theory nor for
exploring the relationships between practical and theoretical work in theatre research and in social
science research than Richard Schechner, and the interrelationship between Schechner and Turner was
a particularly fruitful one. When Schechner in 1966 first called for approaches to theatre theory more
informed by work in the social sciences, he suggested as possible sources cultural historians like
Johann Huizenga or theorists of social psychology like Erving Goffman and Eric Berne. Later,
however, he turned more toward anthropological work, and his investigations began to converge with
those of Turner.21 The two collaborated on a workshop exploring the relationship between “social
and aesthetic drama,” an experiment that, Turner reports, “persuaded me that cooperation between
anthropological and theatrical people was not only possible but also could become a major teaching
tool for both sets of partners,” and that central to this cooperation were the concepts of
“performance” and “drama.”22

Schechner was especially interested in Turner’s model of the “social drama” and drew upon it in a
variety of ways as he was seeking to develop a theory and poetics of performance during the 1970s.
He argued that Turner’s four‑phase plan was not only universally found in human social organization
but also represented a form discoverable in all theatre. At the same time, Schechner sought to explore
both the relationships and the differences between the performance and cultural placement of “social
drama” and that of “aesthetic drama.” In his 1976 essay “Selective Inattention,” Schechner proposed
a chart of this relationship that he and Turner both utilized in later writings. This chart represents
aesthetic drama and social drama as the two parts of a figure 8 lying on its side, with social energy
flowing around this figure (Figure 1.1). The theatre person uses the consequential actions of social life
as raw material for the production of aesthetic drama, while the social activist uses techniques derived
from the theatre to support the activities of social drama, which in turn refuel the theatre.23
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Figure 1.1  Diagram of the flows between “social drama” and “aesthetic drama”. (Courtesy of Richard
Schechner.)

This diagram, and other insights from Schechner’s work, were used extensively in Turner’s book
From Ritual to Theatre, in which Turner, while expressing great admiration for his work, diverges
from Schechner in several ways. He does not agree that traditional drama normally echoes the
four‑stage pattern of his social drama; it tends rather to concentrate on the third phase, the ritualized
action of redress. He also suggests that the figure 8 diagram is “somewhat equilibrist in its
implications for my taste” since it suggests cyclical rather than linear movement. This may be due at
least in part to the fact that as an anthropologist Turner was more interested in ritual efficacy than in
dramatic action. Nevertheless, he continued to cite Schechner’s model in later essays as an important
attempt to demonstrate the relationship between social drama and “expressive cultural genres” such
as traditional theatre.24

Liminal and liminoid

Turner also continued to develop his own complex elaboration of van Gennep’s concept of the liminal
and eventually opposed to it a related concept of his own, the liminoid, both of which terms have
been widely used in subsequent writings about performance. In his 1969 book The Ritual Process,
Turner called liminal activities “anti‑structure,” opposing the “structure” of normal cultural
operations, a concept also indebted to van Gennep. Such situations provide a space removed from
daily activity for members of a culture to “think about how they think in propositions that are not in
cultural codes but about them.”25 Although at this time Turner did not stress the subversive potential
of the anti‑structural, this aspect was subsequently emphasized by Brian Sutton‑Smith in his studies of
child and adult games. Sutton‑Smith suggested that the “disorderly” quality of liminal activities
sometimes merely involved “letting off steam” from an “overdose of order” (the conservative view)
but could also be undertaken “because we have something to learn through being disorderly.” What
we have to learn is precisely the possibility of alternate orders. As Sutton‑Smith argues:

The normative structure represents the working equilibrium, the “antistructure” represents the latent system of potential
alternatives from which novelty will arise when contingencies in the normative system require it. We might more correctly call
this second system the protocultural system because it is the precursor of innovative normative forms. It is the source of new

culture.26

Turner dealt much more extensively with the social functions of this performative process in the essay
“Liminal to Liminoid, in Play, Flow, and Ritual,”27 an essay that also showed Turner moving more
toward the innovative possibilities of performance stressed by Sutton-Smith. Turner indeed here
remarked that “what interests me about Sutton-Smith’s formulations is that he sees liminal and
liminoid situations as the settings in which new models, symbols, paradigms, etc. arise—as the
seedbeds of cultural creativity in fact.”28 In fact Turner continued to accept the position of theorists
like Singer that performance remained a culturally conservative activity of performance in tribal and
agrarian societies. Although such performance, which Turner styled liminal, might seem to mark sites
where conventional structure is challenged, this structure is ultimately reaffirmed. Liminal
performance may invert the established order, but never subverts it. On the contrary it normally
suggests that a frightening chaos is the alternative to the established order.

In complex modern industrial societies this sort of general cultural affirmation is no longer possible,
and here we find instead what Turner called “liminoid” activities, much more limited and
individualistic, devoted to play, sport, leisure, or art, all outside the “regular” cultural activity of work
or business. Liminoid, like liminal activities mark sites where conventional structure is no longer
honored, but being more playful, more open to chance, they are also much more likely to be
subversive, consciously or by accident introducing or exploring different structures that may develop
into real alternatives to the status quo. This emphasis on the potential of liminoid activity to provide a
site for social and cultural resistance and the exploration of alternative possibilities has naturally been
of particular interest to theorists and practitioners of performance seeking a strategy of social
engagement not offered by the more cultural-bound structures of the conventional theatre.
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Turner’s association of cultural self-reflexivity with cultural conservatism in traditional liminal
situations and with the operations of cultural change in more recent liminoid activities continues to be
much debated, as does indeed the whole question of the relationship between performance and
cultural critique. Clifford Geertz has suggested a distinction between “deep play” and “shallow play”
in performance, a distinction recalling Turner’s liminal and liminoid, but seemingly reversing Turner’s
speculation about which sort of activity was radical and which conservative. According to Geertz,
only those performances involving the participants in “deep play” are likely to raise real concerns
about the fundamental ideas and codes of the culture.29

Bruce Kapferer, on the other hand, seems closer to Turner, arguing that in “deep play,” both
performers and audience may be so involved in the activity that reflection does not occur, and that,
paradoxically, it may be in the more “distanced” experience of “shallow play” that cultural
self‑reflexion is most likely to occur.30 Clearly the question of the relationship between performance
and its culture is another aspect of performance that demonstrates the essentially contested essence of
this term, with some theorists viewing performance as reinforcing cultural givens, others seeing it as at
least potentially subversive of these givens and still others seeing it working under some circumstances
in one way and in some the other, as in MacAloon’s definition of cultural performances as “occasions
in which as a culture or society we reflect upon and define ourselves, dramatize our collective myths
and history, present ourselves with alternatives, and eventually change in some ways while remaining
the same in others.”31 Even those who agree with MacAloon disagree on what stimulates some
customs to change while others remain the same. Naturally these debates are of central concern to
theorists and practitioners of socially and politically oriented performance, and we shall return to
these concerns in that context.

Performance and play

In addition to the rite and ritual studies of van Gennep, Turner, as well as most other cultural
anthropologists who have dealt with performance, was much influenced by earlier research on human
play. The two most widely known and most influential studies in this field were the 1938 Homo
Ludens by the Dutch cultural historian Johann Huizenga and the closely related 1961 study Man,
Play, and Games by Roger Caillois. The aim of both theorists was to analyze the function of play
within human culture. Huizenga concentrated on culturally constructed and articulated forms of
playful activity, such as performances, exhibitions, pageants, tournaments, and contests, while Caillois
cast a broader net, including even the “playful” activities of children and animals. Caillois indeed
proposes a continuum of playful activity extending from such spontaneous manifestations as an infant
laughing at his rattle or a cat with a ball of yarn, to which he gave the term “paidia,” on through
increasingly institutionalized and rule-bound play structures that Caillois called “ludus.”32

This difference aside, the six essential “qualities” of play activity according to Caillois (it is not
obligatory, it is circumscribed in time and space, undetermined, materially unproductive, rule‑bound,
and concerned with an alternate reality)33 are basically identical with Huizenga’s “characteristics” of
play. The first quality of play according to Huizenga is that it is a voluntary activity, freely selected
and capable of being suspended at any time. It is thus closely tied to “free time,” or leisure. This
connection was particularly important to Turner, who argued that the concept of leisure itself is one
that arises with modern industrial society, which clearly divides human activity into periods of work
and non‑work. The activities of the non‑working, leisure periods, play activities, are precisely those
that Turner characterized as liminoid. The association of liminoid with such circumscribed periods
also recalls Huizenga’s second characteristic, according to which play is set apart from ordinary life,
occurring in a “temporary sphere of activity with a disposition all of its own.”34 Clearly this involves
the process that theorists speak of as “framing.”

Both Huizenga and Caillois see battles or contests as one central preoccupation of play. Caillois
uses for this a term with a long history in theatre theory, “agon,” a concept that is also central to
Turner’s model of the “social drama.” Another Caillois category, “mimicry,” is perhaps even more
central to traditional theatre, but both “conflict” and “mimesis,” particularly the latter, have played a
much less central and more problematic role in modern performance theory. Probably this is at least
in part due to their close association with the theatre tradition, from which modern performance has
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often tried to distance itself. Caillois’ other two categories, though seemingly more unfamiliar, in fact
relate much more closely to common concerns of modern performance. The first of these is “alea,” or
chance, a concern that entered the tradition of modern performance partly from the theatre
experiments of dada and surrealism earlier in the century, partly from developments related to
happenings and chance theatre in the 1960s, and partly from the writings and work of a key figure in
modern performance, John Cage. All of these developments will be discussed more fully in the context
of performance art itself, but here we might only note that Caillois himself sees “alea” as in a sense
the opposite of “agon.” In the latter, the emphasis is upon clever planning, logic, ingenuity, and
control, all elements that Caillois sees in some measure opposed to the freedom and spontaneity of the
play instinct. Performance theorists and practitioners have similarly looked to chance as a means of
breaking free of the normally highly codified structures and expectations of the conventional
theatrical experience.

Caillois’ final category, “ilinx,” or “vertigo,” performs a similar subversive function. Caillois
describes this as “an attempt to destroy momentarily the stability of perception and inflict a kind of
voluptuous panic upon an otherwise lucid mind.”35 The emphasis here is upon subversion, the
destruction of “stability,” the turning of “lucidity” to “panic,” brought about by a foregrounding of
physical sensation, an awareness of the body set free from the normal structures of control and
meaning. In a sense, vertigo is to the body what chance is to the mind, a casting loose into free play,
there of elements, here of sensations. Huizenga speaks, in distinctly more positive terms, of a similar
freeing from normal structures and constraints, which he describes as a sense of “enchantment” or
“captivation” that is felt in play.36 Turner also speaks of this sense of “enchantment,” though he
favors the more familiar term “flow,” derived from such psychological theorists as John MacAloon
and Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi. During “flow,” which these psychological theorists associate not only
with play but also with creative and religious experience, reflexivity is swallowed up in a merging of
action and awareness, a focus upon the pleasure of the present moment, and a loss of a sense of ego or
of movement toward some goal.

Caillois does not specifically oppose vertigo to mimicry as he does chance to conflict, but it is
striking that one of the major fault lines in modern theory runs down a divide that can be considered
in precisely these terms, that is in the division Bert States makes between semiotics, based upon a
model of mimesis, and phenomenology, based on one of physical sensation, or the model proposed by
Jean Alter opposing semiosis to performance on essentially the same grounds (both the Alter and
States models will be discussed in more detail later). To the extent that modern performance has
defined itself in opposition to traditional theatre, it has largely followed these theoretical divisions,
championing the operations of chance and the physical awareness of the performative situation
against the control and the mimetic distance of conventional theatre. Huizenga, in considering the
cultural functions of play, sees them as primarily conservative, providing through the deepening of
communal experience and the ludic display of communal values and beliefs an ultimate strengthening
of cultural assumptions. Indeed the development or reinforcement of a community spirit or
consciousness, “communitas,” Huizenga considers one of the basic features of play, and suggests that
its effects often continue on beyond the actual play experience. Thus cultural play, like Singer’s
cultural performance, provides a solidifying of the community, and the “actualization by
representation” of the hidden values, assumptions, and beliefs of the culture.37 This becomes
particularly apparent as Huizenga explores the close relationships between play and ritual.
Nevertheless, building upon the emphasis both he and Caillois give to the absolute freedom necessary
for the functioning of play, there is clearly room for a much more subversive function, congruent with
that suggested by Sutton‑Smith and the later Turner, particularly when he notes that in “more
advanced civilizations” the great cultural play periods of “savage societies” leave their traces in
“saturnalia and carnival customs” characterized by disruptive and disorderly behavior.38

Subversive play

The theorist most associated with the concept of carnival and carnivalization in modern literary and
performance theory is Mikhail Bakhtin, whose comments on this subject, particularly in his study of
Rabelais,39 bear a remarkable resemblance to Turner’s discussion of liminal phenomena within a
culture. During carnival, notes Bakhtin, “the laws, prohibitions, and restrictions that determine the
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structure and order of ordinary, that is noncarnival, life are suspended,” making carnival “the place
for working out, in a concretely sensuous, half‑real and half‑play‑acted form, a new mode of
interrelationship between individuals, counterposed to the all‑ powerful socio‑hierarchical
relationships of noncarnival life” (emphasis in original).40 This vision of carnival as an unstructured
testing ground for new social and cultural structures clearly marks it as an example of what Turner
would classify as a liminal or liminoid activity. Bakhtin lists the categories of carnival as free and
familiar contact among people, the free expression of latent sides of human nature in eccentric
conduct (recall the emphasis on freedom in Huizenga), profanations, and carnivalistic misalliances,
allowing the combining and uniting of the most disparate and ill-assorted things. He stresses that
these categories are not involved with abstract thought, but with the sensuous playing out in the form
of life itself, that is by cultural performance. This leads in turn to a consideration of specific
carnivalistic acts, the most important of which is the mock crowning and decrowning of the carnival
king, a ritual deeply imbricated with the pathos and emphasis on change, the concerns with death and
renewal that lie at the base of the carnivalistic experience itself.

Like Turner, Bakhtin distinguishes between the carnivalization available to earlier cultures and its
more mediated, truncated and scattered modern descendants, a shift that Bakhtin feels begins as early
as the seventeenth century. Theatre and spectacle are of course one of the offshoots of this once
mighty cultural force, and Bakhtin notes that “It is characteristic that the subculture of the theatre has
even retained something of carnivalistic license, the carnivalistic sense of the world, the fascination of
carnival.”41 The high point of carnival’s interpenetration of the literary tradition, Bakhtin feels, occurs
during the Renaissance and his concept of the carnivalization in Renaissance literature has been very
influential among recent studies of Elizabethan drama,42 but the concept of carnival as a site for the
playful exploration and possible challenging of traditional cultural assumptions and roles has also
attracted the interest of performance artists and theorists concerned with precisely these matters.43

An important critique of both Huizenga and Caillois was presented in 1968 by Jacques Ehrmann.
In the theories of both of these authors, as well as in those of the linguist Emile Benveniste, Ehrmann
finds an assumed cleavage between play and seriousness, with play linked to dreams, imagination,
gratuitousness, and such “free” phenomena, while seriousness is linked to such concepts as
consciousness, utility and reality. In addition to creating what is in any case a highly suspect division,
this strategy also simultaneously privileges the second term as the ground of the first, a neutral and
objective referent needing no discussion.44 In Huizenga’s terms, “Play always represents
something.”45 Ehrmann’s argument suggests the common strategy of Derrida, who has similarly
exposed the strategy of creating a false “grounding” of a binary by making one of its terms the
axiomatic base of the other. Derrida’s critique also has important implications for performance
theory, to which we will return in exploring the relation between performance and postmodern
thought. At this point, I wish only to emphasize that Ehrmann, like Derrida, resists the model that
derives play from a fixed, stable reality that precedes and grounds it. In this more modern view, play,
reality, and culture are all involved in a continually shifting pattern of concepts and practices that
condition each other, and rather than attempt to separate or privilege any of these terms, the critic or
theorist of human activity should have as a goal the explanation of “how this nature‑culture manifests
itself in different historical and cultural contexts.”46

A closely related concern and analytic strategy has been offered by Marshall Sahlins, who suggests
that anthropologists tend to think of cultures as being modeled by both “prescriptive” and
“performative” structures, the former the relatively stable institutional forms of a society, the latter
operations that evolve in response to contingent circumstances. Clearly there is a parallel here to the
“play” and “reality” of Ehrmann, especially when play is associated with the cultural changes or
adjustments opened by Turner and van Gennep’s liminality. However, like Ehrmann, Sahlins cautions
against so clear a dichotomy, and even more important, against the priority normally given in the
social sciences to the prescriptive over the performative, clearly parallel to the priority Ehrmann finds
given to the stable “reality” from which play derives. Certainly a cultural act can and often does arise
from a social form, but all societies also continually improvise social form by means of acts, and the
mixture of these strategies and the levels upon which they operate varies greatly from society to
society.47 The cautions of Ehrmann and Sahlins are extremely important in broadening the scope and
the significance of liminal and performative activity. Indeed in considerations of the social functioning
of performance, even Sahlin’s flexible definition needs to be qualified, since it reinscribes the
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fixed/fluid dichotomy on another level, with “performative” acts associated, as always, with the fluid
part of this familiar binary, dissolving (at least temporarily) the “prescriptive” already existing
structures of the culture.

Performing anthropology

Turner’s explorations were carried on by Colin Turnbull and others in directions that overlap in
striking ways with performance theory of the 1990s, as Turner’s did with performance theories of the
1970s and early 1980s. In a 1990 essay Turnbull specifically speculates on how his own theories
seemed to be evolving in parallel directions with Turner’s last work (he died in 1983). These new
directions involved a shifting understanding of the nature of cultural performance, and particularly of
the performative nature of anthropological work itself. While the young Turner had applied a
theatrical model to certain phenomena in a culture being analyzed, Turnbull saw its potential
relevance to the process of analysis itself.48

The anthropological process and performance, suggests Turnbull, have many points of
correspondence, since the fieldworker is fulfilling the “role” of anthropologist expected by his society
and also “performing” to achieve specific goals (these concerns echo those of Goffman and will
surface again in the next chapter). The fieldworker is also a spectator in a cultural performance, and
in a more subtle sense within the specific context of a study this spectator is forced to modify normal
behavior, giving it special significance for others. The next step in Turner’s project, argues Turnbull,
must be a dealing with the recognition that liminal phenomena cannot simply be objectively studied,
but must be also understood by participation, informed by the sort of rigorous preparation and
training that leads back to the disciplines of theatre. In short, the fieldworker can no longer rely upon
the traditional methods of “objective” reporting of performance, not because objectivity is impossible
(though it is at best extremely difficult), but because performance cannot really be understood in this
way. Entering the liminal or performative situation requires, among other things, discipline and
concentration, a clearly defined goal, or perhaps the negation of all goals and a surrender of inner self
to become something else. The first of these demands, says Turnbull, presents no problem to most
anthropologists, but the second, calling into question traditional academic objectives, inner beliefs,
and the sense of identity, presents a far greater challenge.49

The shift in emphasis Turnbull suggests in fact represents a major shift in modern anthropology,
from the model of the neutral objective reporter of cultural customs to that of a native from one
culture observing natives from another, creating a complex interplay of influence and adjustment.
Dwight Conquergood in 1985 suggested that five types of attitudes toward the ethnography of
performance could now be charted out, four of them morally problematic. The suspect stances were
that of the custodian, the enthusiast, the skeptic, and the curator. The custodian collects examples of
performance, interested only in acquisition or exploitation. The skeptic, like many traditional
enthnographers, stands aloof from and superior to the performance being studied. The enthusiast goes
to the opposite extreme, seeking an easy identity in quick generalizations. The curator takes a tourist’s
stance, seeking exoticism or spectacle. Against all four of these, Conquergood champions a
“dialogical” performance, which aims “to bring together different voices, world views, value systems,
and beliefs so that they can have a conversation with one another.” The result sought is an
open‑ended performance, resisting conclusions and seeking to keep interrogation open.50

The “dialogical” performance of much anthropological work of the 1990s deeply affected not only
the encounter with cultural material, but the reporting of it, as the hitherto presumably neutral and
objecting “reporting” of material was also revealed to be deeply involved with cultural presumptions
and with performance. A number of anthropologists sought to write “performatively,” attempting to
introduce the evocative, dramatic, open-ended quality of the “dialogical” to their presentation of
material. A striking example of this is Michael Taussig, a member of the Performance Studies faculty
at New York University in the 1980s. A seminar in that program was reportedly the grounding for his
1997 book The Magic of the State, categorized by Routledge, its publisher, as “ficto-criticism.” In
this, as in earlier books, Taussig undertakes a neo-Marxist analysis of the modern imaginary, what he
elsewhere calls “the poetics of the commodity.”51 The Magic of the State explores the intersection
between myth/ritual and power/money through the imaginations of a variety of probably fictional
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characters like the sci-fi anthropologist Captain Mission as they explore spirit possession on a magic
mountain possibly located somewhere in South America. The work seeks “to state and restage” the
“theatrics of spirit possession,” a living reality “for most people for most of world history.”52

Somewhat ironically, Taussig’s bold experimentation with performativity and dialogism in his texts
took him in quite the opposite direction from other postmodern ethnographers, who have manifested
a performative consciousness by weaving their own bodies into their narratives as fully and
consciously as Taussig has excluded his. Many of these, however, like Taussig, attempt to reintegrate
with modern ethnographic discourse the previously rejected alternative discourses of magic and myth.
Thus Stephanie Kane, in The Phantom Gringo Boat (1994), specifically aligned ethnography with the
performative practice of shamanism “in its attempt to cross the gap between the known and
unknown,” and characterized her own writing performance as an attempt “to write the magical real
into the politics of the everyday”53 and Katherine Pratt Ewing, in Arguing Sainthood (1997), used
extensive fieldwork among Sufi mystics in Lahore to create a model of subjectivity constantly
negotiated by construction out of shifting and competing realities.54

Corinne Dempsey, in a 2000 review article on recent ethnographic writing, likened Ewing’s view of
the performative interrelationship between interculturalism and subjectivity to that of Stefania
Pandolfo in her writings on Morocco. Both writers, suggests Dempsey, see the subject as operating in
a “gap between languages and cultures, between genders and categorizations,” where “a certain kind
of listening and intercultural dialogue becomes possible.”55 Pandolfo finds in Muslim sacred writing a
figure that precisely expresses this concept as well as anticipating the play of representation and
subjectivity in recent postmodern thought, al-Finta, which Pandolfo describes as “a polysemic concept
at the limit of representation and thought, mark of an intractable difference, fracture, rift, schism,
disjunction, or separation—separation from oneself—the figure of an exile that is constitutive of the
position of subject, as both a possibility and a loss.”56

Although the tradition of cultural anthropology supports the use of the cultural other in seeking
new modes of writing, expression, and analysis, such concerns have also been developed by theorists
working within their own cultural experience. An important example is Kathleen Stewart, who has
applied ethnographic analysis to affect, the senses, and modes of experience in everyday events. In her
2007 Ordinary Effects, written in a subjective, anecdotal style that reflects the grounding of her
approach, she attempts to suggest the adventures of a subject in “ordinary moments of living.” Indeed
Stewart rejects the traditional concepts of subject or agent, to describe a floating and fluid
consciousness that “gazes, imagines, senses, takes on, performs and asserts” not in a coherent or fixed
fashion, but in a continually improvised drawing upon a “collection of trajectories and circuits.”57 In
Stewart’s widely quoted brief essay, “Atmospheric Attunements” she describes “a writing and
thinking experiment aligned with forms of nonrepresentational theory,” and explores how sensual
experiences are formed and understood in a variety of specific spaces and times.58

The cultural experience of the body is central to the early work of Kirsten Hastrup, who has argued
that one of the most important developments in anthropology between the 1980s and 1990s was a
shift from “informative to performative ethnography.” Hastrup quotes the distinction made earlier by
Johannes Fabian: in the former “the ethnographer determines the questions and notes the answers,”
while in the latter “the ethnographer does not call the tune, but plays along.”59 Hastrup traces the
concept of “performative ethnography” back to Turner, but suggests major changes in the concept
since Turner proposed it. Turner’s concern with “social dramas” remained external and
observationist, continuing anthropology’s traditional concern with expressions of experience rather
than experience itself. However, Hastrup argues, most cultural knowledge “is stored in actions rather
than in words,” and so resists this sort of discursive analysis. The “clinical gaze” must therefore be
abandoned in favor of an attempt to understand “embodied patterns of experience.”60

Interestingly, Hastrup’s search for methodological approaches to these “embodied patterns” led her
to theatre, and specifically, to the work of the performance theorist who has most closely associated
himself with an anthropological approach, Eugenio Barba. In his various writings, but most
extensively in A Dictionary of Theatre Anthropology: The Secret Art of the Performer, co-edited with
Nicola Savarese (1991), Barba focused upon the “socio-cultural and physiological behavior” of the
performer across various cultures.61 He divided potential bodily activity into three types: daily
techniques, which are concerned primarily with communication of content, virtuosic techniques, such
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as those displayed by acrobats, which seek “amazement and transformation of the body,” and extra-
daily techniques, which seek not to transform but to “in-form” the body, to place it in a position
where it is “alive and present” without representing anything.62

“Performative anthropology” according to Hastrup, must develop a model that unites “mind and
body, culture and action,”63 and the pursuit of such a unity was clearly involved in her Waterworlds
project, carried out in northern Greenland between 2007 and 2014, studying the interactions of
cultural processes and growing awareness of a changing climate in that part of the globe.64

Ruth Behar foregrounded this new consciousness of the inevitable interpenetration of the observer
and the cultural observed in the title of her highly influential 1995 book, The Vulnerable Observer,
with the striking subtitle Anthropology that Breaks your Heart. Her subsequent books, An Island
Called Home (2007) and Traveling Heavy (2013) weave together personal memoires with
anthropological analysis of her complex cultural heritage as a Jewish Cuban-American woman.

Figure 1.2  Waterworld fishing. (Courtesy of Kirsten Blinkenburg Hastrup, University of Copenhagen.)

The role of the “reporter” is a less central concern when we move to performance study outside the
traditional area of anthropology (although it has stimulated some important theoretical speculation,
which will be examined in a later chapter). In more general terms, however, performance, critical and
theoretical, underwent a parallel and doubtless related development during the 1980s, moving from
an almost exclusive preoccupation with the performer and the performative act to a consideration also
of who is watching the performance, who is reporting on it, and what the social, political, and
cognitive implications of these other transactions are upon the process. Moreover, a closely related
concern has proven one of the most stimulating areas of theoretical speculation in both ethnography
and theatre studies in the late 1980s and 1990s. The move from a model of a fieldworker as a neutral
observer to that of a fieldworker as a participant in performance, both in initial experience and in
subsequent relaying of that experience to others, means moving into the complex field of intercultural
performance. In the modern world of easy transportation and communication, not only
anthropologists, but all sorts of cultural performances or parts of cultural performances, can and do
circulate with relative ease about the globe, weaving complex patterns of contact with other cultures
or other cultural performances.
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A number of European theatre theorists, most notably Patrice Pavis in France and Erika
Fischer‑Lichte in Germany, have provided important studies of interculturalism within the context of
theatre studies, but although this work is very much informed by anthropological models (Pavis, for
example, bases his cultural analysis largely upon the work of French anthropologist Camille
Camillieri), it has not been, at least in the opening decades of the twenty-first century, involved in the
sort of direct ongoing mutual exploration and influence that characterized, for example, the work of
Schechner and Turner in the 1970s. Nevertheless, an important element in anthropological studies of
these years shares with theatre studies a common interest in how cultural performance is affected by
the increasing intercultural borrowings of the modern or postmodern world, and so quotations from
current anthropological theories often show up in studies of a more traditionally theatrical nature.
The Predicament of Culture (1988), by ethnographic historian James Clifford, is an important
example of such theory, with its argument that modern-world societies have become “too systemically
interconnected to permit any easy isolation of separate or independently functioning systems” and
that everywhere individuals and groups “improvise local performance from (re)collected pasts,
drawing on foreign media, symbols, and languages.” Clifford and others have spoken of this new
interculturalism as “creolized,”65 in reference to the mixed and layered culture of regions like the
Caribbean.66 Although early twenty-first century anthropological writing was not greatly concerned
with the arts or with performance as such,67 an important exception was the 2004 Anthropology of
the Performing Arts: Artistry, Virtuosity and Interpretation in Cross-Cultural Perspective by Anya
Peterson Royce,68 herself a former ballerina.

The function of performance within a culture, the establishment and use of particularly designated
performative contexts, the relation of performer to audience and of the reporter of performance to
performance, and the generation and operations of performance drawing upon or influenced by
several different cultures, all of these cultural concerns have contributed importantly to contemporary
thought about what performance is and how it operates. The emphasis of culture theories, however,
remains focused primarily upon performance as an ethnographic or anthropological phenomenon.
Equally important to modern performance theory has been consideration of performance from a
social or psychological perspective, and to such theories we shall now turn.
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Chapter 2

Performance in society

Sociological and psychological approaches

The recognition that all social behavior is to a certain extent “performed” and that different social
relationships can be seen as “roles” is of course hardly a recent idea, and in certain periods of theatre
history, such as the Renaissance and Baroque, this “theatrical” quality of regular social life appeared
as a motif or a central subject in countless plays. It was not really until the twentieth century,
however, that an exploration of the actual personal and social implications of this way of viewing
human activity appeared, directed not toward the creation of an artistic product but toward the
analysis and understanding of social behavior. Both psychology and sociology became interested in
the application of the theatrical concept of role playing to study in their own fields during the 1940s
and 1950s, and although there is a good deal of overlap in their analytic vocabulary, the two fields
developed quite separate strategies, according to their own concerns. As performance studies was
developing as a field of investigation during the 1970s and early 1980s, it was in general much more
directly influenced by sociological models, particularly as represented in the work of Erving Goffman,
whose writings in this area exerted an influence at least equal to, and perhaps even greater than
Turner’s in the anthropological study of performance. Psychological theories of performance were at
that time less directly influential, but Schechner and others regularly referred to them, especially when
they involved performance events more directly comparable to conventional “theatrical” performance
than those dealt with by sociological theories. The leading name among the psychological theorists
often evoked at that time was J. L. Moreno, who in 1946 presented the concept of psychodrama in a
book with that title.1 A variety of other competing role‑playing approaches to psychotherapy
followed, the most important being the behavior rehearsal of J. Wolpe and A. A. Lazarus. Eric Berne’s
transactional analysis was also often cited in The Drama Review in the mid‑1960s as the relationships
between social science theory and the new idea of performance analysis were evolving.2 Although
performative images, metaphors, and strategies were extremely important in the writings of Freud, as
well as of major Freudian revisionists like Jacques Lacan and Julia Kristeva, their work was rarely
cited in the work of that first generation of modern performance theorists. In the later 1980s and
during the 1990s, however, this situation was reversed, and while sociological performance analysis
was by no means abandoned, most of the major new work in the field drew its inspiration from
psychology and psychoanalysis, as was witnessed by one of the first major anthologies in the field as
the new century opened, Patrick Campbell and Adrian Kear’s Psychoanalysis and Performance.3 We
will consider the contributions of these various sociological and psychoanalytic theorists to
performance theory presently, but first let us glance backward to two earlier theorists whose writings
significantly anticipate some of the central features of later theorists of social performance.

Nikolas Evreinoff and social roles

Both of these theorists, interestingly, are quite impossible to place in terms of conventional professions
or academic areas, and there is little doubt that the scope and variety of their interests led to their
interest in so ubiquitous a human phenomenon as performance. The first, Nikolas Evreinoff, is
perhaps now best remembered as an experimental Russian playwright from the brilliant period at the
turn of the century, and perhaps also for his organization of mass spectacles celebrating events of the
Revolution. In addition to his varied theatre career, however, he was a successful musician and
composer, novelist, historian, psychologist, biologist, archeologist, and philosopher; and his various
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books and articles, while nominally concerning theatre, draw upon all these interests. Between 1912
and 1924 he published a series of books and monographs, sections of which were woven together into
the English collection The Theatre in Life, published in 1927.

The Theatre in Life begins with a discussion of the widespread phenomenon of play, an activity
humanity shares with the animal kingdom, then proceeds to a concern with the specifically theatrical.
Evreinoff rejects the general assumption of anthropological and theatrical theorists that theatre arose
from ritual bases or evolved from an early interest in the aesthetic, expressed at first in images and
dances. Instead he argues that the theatrical is itself a basic instinct, more fundamental than the
aesthetic or even the organization of ritual. “The art of the theatre is pre‑aesthetic, and not aesthetic,”
he argues, “for the simple reason that transformation, which is after all the essence of all theatrical
art, is more primitive and more easily attainable than formation, which is the essence of aesthetic
arts.”4 (This distinction is strikingly similar to that made by Eugenio Barba between expressivity and
pre-expressivity.) Later Evreinoff observes that this ability to imagine something “different” from
everyday reality and to “play” with this imagination, was also a pre‑condition for religion, which
required the ability to conceive of and personify “gods.” “Man became first an actor, a player; and
then came religion.”5

In the opening chapters of The Theatre in Life, Evreinoff’s approach and examples are basically
anthropological, but by the sixth chapter, “The Never Ending Show,” he has moved to a much more
distinctly sociological analysis. “We are constantly ‘playing a part’ when we are in society,” Evreinoff
avers, citing fashion, make‑up and costume, the everyday operations of life and the social “roles” of
such representative figures as politicians, bankers, businessmen, priests, and doctors. The life of each
city, of each country, of each nation Evreinoff sees as articulated by the invisible “stage manager” of
that culture, which dictates scenery, costume, and characters of public situations throughout the
world. Each epoch has “its own wardrobe and scenery, its own ‘mask.’”6 Many of the concerns and
metaphors of later role and performance theory in sociological literature are clearly already in place in
Evreinoff’s rather fanciful analysis, including not only the particular dynamic of the social self as
defined internally and externally by culturally conditioned roles, but also the reinforcement of those
roles by the costumes, properties and physical settings provided by the “stage management” of
society. These same concerns can be found in the more influential writings of both Kenneth Burke and
Erving Goffman.

Kenneth Burke and dramatism

Kenneth Burke, like Evreinoff, is difficult to categorize, though he has been referred to as a literary
critic, a philosopher, a semanticist, and a social psychologist. Certainly his system of thought has had
profound influence in all of those fields, and such leading performance theorists as Goffman, Turner,
and Schechner have all followed his strategy of using the approach of “dramatism” to analyze a
variety of social interactions and cultural behavior. The titles of Burke’s two major statements on
“dramatism,” A Grammar of Motives (1945) and A Rhetoric of Motives (1950) indicate his central
concern, which is the establishment of analytic terms and strategies for the discussion of human
motivation and the devices by which people, consciously or unconsciously, try to influence the
opinions or actions of each other.

Any complete statement about motives, argues Burke, must answer five questions, which lead to the
“five key terms of dramatism:” “what was done (Act), when or where it was done (Scene), who did it
(Agent), how he did it (Agency), and why (Purpose).”7 The situation of human action within a
“staged” context is what ties Burke most closely to subsequent performance theorists, and his
particular interest in literary analysis has provided particular stimulation for critics who have sought
to extend performance analysis into that area. Burke’s central interest in motivation has proven for
performance theory less important than his general approach, since those interested in the “theatrical”
side of performance have tended to look more toward communication or the effect produced by
performance than the motivation of the artist. Theorists of social performance, on the other hand,
have tended to place much more emphasis on the social constraints governing an act than upon its
specific motivation.
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Erving Goffman and role playing

Erving Goffman shares with these theorists a use of the metaphor of theatrical performance to discuss
the importance and the operations of role playing in social situations, though his influence on
performance theory outside the social sciences has been much greater. Barbara Kirshenblatt‑Gimblett,
for example, has pointed out the usefulness of some of Goffman’s earliest analytic approaches to
everyday behavior for the potential analysis of the more distinctly performative situation of
storytelling.8

The essay to which Kirshenblatt‑Gimblett primarily refers, Goffman’s 1955 “On Facework,” is
striking in the similarity of the structure it imposes on “interpersonal ritual behavior” to Turner’s
“social drama.”9 Both describe an event structure in which the orderly flow of normal interaction,
social or cultural, is disrupted by an incident, some breach of social or cultural norms. This
precipitates a crisis and sets in motion what Turner calls a “redressive stage” and Goffman a
“corrective interchange.” The normal phases of this crisis and redressive action are labelled by
Goffman challenge, offering, acceptance, and thanks, and through their operations the equilibrium is
reestablished (though Goffman, like Turner, recognizes that the equilibrium may not mean a return to
the old order; it may be an accommodation to a permanently changed new one).

The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (1956) is Goffman’s best-known work, and is centrally
concerned with performances, that indeed being the title of its opening chapter. Performance Goffman
defines as “all the activity of an individual which occurs during a period marked by his continuous
presence before a particular set of observers and which has some influence on the observers.”10 This
definition, though it raises a few problems, could serve very well for much of the artistic activity that
has appeared in recent years under the title of “performance.” It is important however to note that
even this seemingly very general and calculatedly neutral definition reflects certain assumptions and
biases. Perhaps most significant is where it locates what makes performance performance and not
simply behavior. Goffman in this formulation does not emphasize, as for example Burke does, the
conscious production of a certain type of behavior, as might be expected for a theory of
“presentation” or of “role‑playing.” Both of these terms suggest the initiative of a subject, but
Goffman stresses the fact that certain behavior has an audience and, moreover, has an effect on that
audience. Indeed in terms of this definition, the individual might quite possibly be engaged in
performance without being aware of it.

Goffman’s definition nevertheless addresses what seems to be an essential quality of performance,
that it is based upon a relationship between a performer and an audience. All theorists of performance
recognize this in some measure, but, as we have seen, theorists of cultural performance tend, not
surprisingly, to place more emphasis upon the audience, or upon the community in which
performance occurs. Theorists of social performance, if they are sociologists, naturally also tend in
this direction, while ethical philosophers and psychologists equally naturally tend to emphasize the
activities and operations of the performer. Although Goffman draws strongly upon both sorts of
concern, his overall emphasis, as this definition suggests, is rather more toward the audience—how
social performance is recognized by society and how it functions within society.

Framing
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Figure 2.1  “Presidential framing”—Obama in the Oval Office. (Photo by Pete Souza/The White House via
Getty images.)

This is even more clearly the case in another highly influential Goffman work, Frame Analysis (1974),
which explores in considerable detail the concept and implications of “framing,” a concept of central
importance in performance theory. “Framing,” like the concept of metacommunication already
discussed in connection with the anthropological theories of Turner, comes from the influential 1954
essay by Gregory Bateson, “A Theory of Play and Fantasy.” Central to Bateson’s discussion of play
(and to the closely related fields of histrionics, fantasy, and art) is the psychological notion of the
“frame,” which is the major enabling device allowing the fictive world of “play” to operate. Within
the “play frame,” all messages and signals are recognized as “in a certain sense not true,” while “that
which is denoted by these signals is nonexistent.”11 For Goffman the “frame” is an organizing
principle for setting apart social events, especially those events that, like play or performance, take on
a different relationship to normal life and normal responsibilities than the same or similar events
would have as “untransformed reality” outside the confines of the frame.12

Goffman spends one chapter specifically on the peculiar and complex “keying” involved in the
theatrical frame, closely related to his concept of performance. “Performance” Goffman defines as a
framing arrangement that places a circumscribed sequence of activity before persons in an “audience”
role, whose duty it is to observe at length the activities of the “performers” without directly
participating in those activities.13 Goffman particularly distinguishes his usage from that of certain
linguists, who have called behavior “performance” when there is an assumption that this behavior is
subject to evaluation. The concept of performance in linguistic theory, however, involves much more
than this, and will be treated in detail in the next chapter.

Umberto Eco and ostentation

A concept very similar to framing that became quite popular in the semiotic analysis of performance is
ostentation, introduced to this field by Umberto Eco in his 1977 article, “Semiotics of Theatrical
Performance,” one of the first articles in English to consider theatre from a semiotic perspective. The
primary concern of semiotics is the operations of human communication, and it is from this
perspective that semiotic theorists have considered both theatre and the construction or performance
of social roles. Despite its title, much of Eco’s article in fact deals not so much with theatre as with
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social performance, as may be seen in its central example. Eco selects for his analysis an imaginary
figure from the writings of the pioneer semiotician Charles Peirce. Peirce imagines a drunkard exposed
in a public place by the Salvation Army in order to serve as a sign communicating a message about the
negative effects of drink. Like Peirce, Eco finds this example fascinating because it involves
communication in an intriguingly indirect way. Normally signs are intentionally produced by human
beings in order to communicate a message, and in this sense the various actions produced in social
role‑playing can be seen as signs of that social role or position. What then of the drunkard, whose red
nose, slurred speech and so on are certainly recognizable as signs of his condition and whose
appearance under the auspices of the Salvation Army permits him to stand as a sign for the evil effects
of drink, but who is involved in all of this communication without necessarily being aware of it?

To approach this problem, Eco refers to another semiotician, Charles Morris, who allows
consideration of the drunkard himself to be put aside by locating the central dynamic of the sign not
in the intention of the sign producer but in the interpretation of its receiver. According to Morris’
formulation, something is a sign “only because it is interpreted as a sign of something by some
interpreter.”14 The drunkard thus becomes a sign not because he has decided to do so, but because
some person or group of persons, whom we may designate as his audience, recognize him as such.
This still leaves us with the question of how they do this. Goffman’s response would be that some
conceptual frame has been established signaling to this audience that material within it is being
presented for their observation and interpretation. Eco acknowledges that one may speak of this
process in terms of frame analysis, but he suggests ostentation as an alternate and, in this situation,
rather more accurate term. Although it was Eco who brought this term into the modern theoretical
vocabulary, it is by no means original with him. Eco himself notes its use in the writings of medieval
logicians, in Wittgenstein and, among theatre theorists, in the Eastern European Ivo Osolsobe. When
something is ostended, it is picked up among existing items and displayed, as the Salvation Army has
placed Peirce’s drunkard in a public space. Although obviously related to framing, ostentation in fact
characterizes a different operation. The former emphasizes special qualities that surround a
phenomenon, the latter something about the phenomenon itself.

Different ways in which a physical phenomenon, be it an object or an action, is perceived, have also
been the subject of analysis by phenomenological theorists, some of whom have a particular interest in
theatre and performance. Bert States, dealing with the theatre’s special relationship to the world of
physical objects, discusses a process clearly related to Eco’s ostentation that occurs when a living
creature like a dog or an inanimate object like a piece of furniture is placed in an “intentional space”
such as a stage. In the words of Shakespeare’s Cleopatra, the object is thus “uplifted to the view,”
triggering a perceptual change during which, according to States, the consciousness slips “into another
gear” allowing the viewer to regard the object so displayed as “a signifying, exemplary image.”15

Performance and agency

The theories we have just been examining all place a major, and in some cases an almost exclusive,
emphasis upon the audience and upon reception. This does not necessarily present a serious problem
for semiotics, insofar as it follows the general direction suggested by Morris, nor for phenomenology
insofar as it focuses upon how the world is experienced. Performance analysis, however, must use
reception study as only a part, if a necessary part, of its approach. Eco’s drunken man suggests the
problem. There is no question that he, his appearance, and even his behavior is a sign, but there is a
very real question about whether he is involved in performance. Like the dog or item of furniture
mentioned by States, the drunken man is essentially an object semiotized by ostentation or by
placement within a theatrical frame. Even the frame is not of his own making, but is established by an
external agent, the Salvation Army. Such a model does not really represent what we normally think of
as theatre, where actors, even though they submit themselves to an external production apparatus to
provide their “framing,” are very much aware of the operations of their activity. Still less does the
model represent modern performance, where performers often control much of the production
apparatus that establishes their frame. Important as the audience function is, therefore, we must also
necessarily consider the performer’s conscious contributions to the performance process.

In fact, most theories of social performance also consider this a necessary concern. When Goffman,
for example, proceeds to the specific analysis of social performance, he in fact turns his attention from
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the function of the “audience” to the activity of playing the social role, focusing upon the various
ways that members of society, with greater or lesser degrees of success and with greater or lesser
degrees of consciousness, pursue “the work of successfully staging a character.”16 The “interaction
constraints” that transform “activities into performances” are essentially constraints not upon the
audience but upon the role‑playing individual: the selection of an appropriate “front” (setting,
costume, gestures, voice, appearance, etc.) and the commitment to coherence and selective
arrangement of material presented, both of these required by the direction of activity toward
communication rather than toward work‑tasks.17 As he discusses the activities and choices involved in
setting up this successful communication, Goffman comes close to the definition of performance that
sociolinguist Dell Hymes derived from Goffman’s theories: “cultural behavior for which a person
assumes responsibility to an audience.”18 This reformulation does not deny the social aim of
performance—“for” an audience—that Goffman stressed earlier, but nevertheless it places the
responsibility of performance, and its agency, squarely back upon the performer.

Among the many theorists of social performance who have focused their attention more upon the
activity of the performer than upon that of the audience or upon the reception process generally, the
question of just what is meant by “assuming responsibility” often has been a central theoretical issue.
Three general positions (with some inevitable overlap) may be distinguished among the theorists who
have focused upon the implications of performance and role‑playing in the construction of the social
self. Each of these is involved with the relationship of the self being performed to the self performing.
Goffman, in his consideration of social performance primarily in its communicative function, may be
taken as representing what can be characterized as a position of neutrality. The “responsibility” taken
by the performer is one of ease and clarity of communication, and the question of whether the “self”
being represented is the “true” self or not is a relatively minor concern.

Social performance—negative views

Other theorists, however, have viewed social performance as much more value-inflected, positively or
negatively. The negative arguments often recall Plato’s ancient suspicion of mimesis, suggesting that
the playing of social roles tends to deny or subvert the activities of a “true” self. Nietzsche offers a
metaphor of performance as a kind of alien force that takes possession of the self:

If someone wants to seem to be something, stubbornly and for a long time, he eventually finds it hard to be anything else. The
profession of almost every man, even the artist, begins with hypocrisy, as he imitates from the outside, copies what is effective.
The man who always wears the mask of a friendly countenance eventually has to gain power over benevolent moods without
which the expression of friendliness cannot be forced—and eventually then these moods gain power of him and he is

benevolent.19

Around the turn of the century, when the philosophy of Bergson and others had generated a
wide‑spread view of life as fluid and mutable, social roles were condemned by many writers and
philosophers because of their rigidity. Thus Santayana:

Every one who is sure of his mind, or proud of his office, or anxious about his duty assumes a tragic mask. He deputes it to be
himself and transfers to it almost all his vanity. While still alive and subject, like all existing things, to the undermining flux of his
own substance, he has crystallized his soul into an idea, and more in pride than in sorrow he has offered up his life on the altar of

the Muses .... Our animal habits are transmuted by conscience into loyalties and duties, and we become“persons” or masks.20

More recent philosophers concerned with role‑playing and social performance have focused less on
flexibility and spontaneity and more on the taking of responsibility, especially in an ethical sense.
Probably the best-known example of this is Sartre, whose chapter on “Bad Faith” in Being and
Nothingness (1943) is concerned primarily with the analysis of this phenomenon. In a striking passage
(quoted in full by Goffman) Sartre analyzes the behavior of a waiter in a café, all of whose activity has
a touch of the artificial, the imposed. He is, Sartre suggests, in fact “playing at being a waiter in a
café.” It is a kind of game, but a game with very serious implications, since it is through this
“playing” that the waiter “realizes” his condition. Such performance is imposed, says Sartre, upon all
tradesmen: “Their condition is wholly one of ceremony. The public demands of them that they realize
it as a ceremony; there is the dance of the grocer, of the tailor, of the auctioneer, by which they
endeavor to persuade their clientele that they are nothing but a grocer, an auctioneer, a tailor. A
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grocer who dreams is offensive to the buyer because he is not wholly a grocer.” The characteristic of
performance, that it is produced for an audience, Sartre sees as its greatest danger to the psyche. When
we commit ourselves to become a “representation” for others or for ourselves, we exist “only in
representation,” a condition of what Sartre calls nothingness or bad faith. The social position
substitutes attitudes and actions for being, substitutes the simple, predictable role desired by society
for the complex consciousness that fulfills the needs of the self.21

While Sartre stresses the operations of individual choice in such representations, later theorists have
stressed the arguably even more powerful operations of social pressure, creating compulsory
performance of such matters as race, gender, and sexuality. These concerns will be taken up in later
discussions of engaged and resistant performance.

Bruce Wilshire and ethical responsibility

A similarly negative view has been developed much more recently by phenomenologist Bruce Wilshire,
who has attacked not the performance of a social role but even thinking of the social role in such a
theatricalized metaphor, which he characterizes as false, alienating, and demoralizing. Wilshire argues
that the use of this metaphor by such theorists as Goffman, who is a particular target for Wilshire’s
displeasure, blurs the distinction between “onstage” and “offstage” activity, with an attendant erosion
of ethical responsibility. Wilshire does not deny the existence of social roles, but he argues that certain
physical predispositions are “built into” the body before any social mimesis occurs and thus condition
that mimesis, and, more importantly, creative or spontaneous acts, the realm of moral and ethical
action, fall outside the realm of the “repeatable” or “enactable” patterns of social roles. Since
Wilshire’s “I” can become aware of “my” roles (even though this may be of the “meta‑role” of
evaluation of roles), “I” cannot be ever reduced to or entirely circumscribed by these roles.22

Wilshire’s identification of ethical responsibility with the identity of the self and his conviction that
the “aestheticizing” effect of performance or role‑playing is inimical to such responsibility leads him
to a spirited defense of the boundaries between “onstage” and “offstage” behavior, boundaries that
many other modern theorists, and especially theorists of performance, find much more permeable. In
his more recent “The Concept of the Paratheatrical” (1990), Wilshire insists with still greater force
that even when activities are performance in one sense or another, “I as a person cannot be reduced to
them.” Whether performing or “performing,” —“I am the being who possesses potential for more
than aesthetically evaluable acts.” The difference again is that Wilshire insists that performance
remain on the side of the aesthetic, and that to preserve an ethical and existential reality, indeed sanity
itself, “in the end we must bound and limit the activities which count as paratheatrical.”23

Social performance—positive views

Other theorists have given performance a much more positive and creative function, suggesting that
performance, far from standing in the way of the development of the self, provides in fact the means
by which, wholly or in large part, the self is actually constituted. Thus we find in Robert Park, a
leading early-twentieth-century sociologist of race relations, a recognition of the stability of such
physical traits as racial markers, but an insistence nevertheless that social performance in fact really
defines races as well as individuals:

It is probably no mere historical accident that the word person, in its first meaning, is a mask. It is rather a recognition of the fact
that everyone is always and everywhere, more or less consciously, playing a rôle. We are parents and children, masters and
servants, teachers and students, clients and professional men, Gentiles and Jews. It is in these rôles that we know each other; it is
in these rôles that we know ourselves. Our very faces are living masks, which . . . tend more and more to conform to the type we
are seeking to impersonate . . . . In a sense, and in so far as this mask represents the conception we have formed of ourselves—the
role we are striving to live up to—this mask is our truer self, the self we would like to be. In the end, our conception of our rôle

becomes second nature and an integral part of our personality.24

Perhaps the most uplifting vision of social performance as self creation is provided by William James,
who divides the self into material, social, and spiritual constituents. His social self is very close to that
of Goffman, especially in its emphasis upon the observers; a person “has as many social selves as there
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are individuals who recognize him and carry an image of him in their mind.” Thus, practically
speaking, one “has as many social selves as there are distinct groups of persons about whose opinion
he cares.”25 James, unlike some theorists who regard the self as created by social performance,
postulates a “self of all the other selves” which selects, adjusts, and can disown the rest. Nevertheless,
he suggests that even this “self of selves” may ultimately seek its highest expression and fulfillment in
an “ideal social self,” recognized by the “highest possible judging companion, if such companion there
be. This self is the true, the intimate, the ultimate, the permanent Me which I seek.”26

Moreno and psychodrama

The potential positive effects of the performance in the construction and adaptation of social roles has
been of particular concern to certain psychotherapists, who have made extensive use of theatrical
models and even specifically theatrical techniques in their work. J. L. Moreno, the father of
psychodrama, applied the dramatic model to human actions and motivations not simply for purposes
of analysis, but for therapy. He drew upon a large collection of theatrical examples as background for
his theory, but suggested that the true precedent of psychodrama could be found in shamanistic rites
or reenactments undertaken for the purpose of catharsis and healing. The emphasis is not upon
imitation itself but “the opportunity of recapitulation of unsolved problems within a freer, broader
and more flexible social setting.”27 Like many more recent theorists of social roles and social
performance, Moreno argued that roles do not emerge from the self but that the self emerges from
roles. A child is born into the world with a drive for spontaneity that allows it to maintain itself as a
functioning organism, but it at once encounters auxiliary egos and objects that form its “first
environment, the matrix of identity.” The first such role assimilated is the mother role, itself a
clustering of roles, and, as the child develops, more roles are integrated as a “self” is built. The social
roles, such as doctor and policeman, are added still later, in general on a more objective and
conceptual level, which makes them generally more available for conscious enactment.28

Most of the specific examples discussed by Moreno are of individual persons enacting, in an
improvisatory way, role aspects of their selves that seem to require therapeutic attention. From time to
time, however, Moreno also suggested a more communal activity, where an “audience” of involved
spectators would share with the participants the insights gained by the enactment. The specifically
therapeutic orientation of psychodrama may seem to set it apart from the emphasis upon simple play
or aesthetic pleasure of theorists like Evreinoff or of the anthropological play theorists. This may be
why Moreno and psychodrama, despite their very close ties to traditional theatre (with constant
references to theatre practice in general as well as to such specific artists and phenomena as
Stanislavsky, the Living Newspaper, and the commedia dell’arte) are cited from time to time by
performance theorists, but have not really been extensively utilized in the way that Goffmann, Turner,
and other sociological and anthropological theorists have. Doubtless this is at least in part due to the
fact that psychodrama has tended to be normative and teleological. Nevertheless it should be noted
that there are rather closer functional and structural similarities between Moreno’s psychodrama and
Turner’s social drama than between the models of Turner and Goffman, who have been particularly
popular with American performance theorists. Moreno’s “recapitulation of unsolved problems within
a freer, broader and more flexible social setting” as a strategy for the working out of personal crises
might with equal ease be used to describe Turner’s suggestion of the social operations in the “broader
and more flexible” context of liminal or liminoid activity. The emphasis on replication of social
activity also has close ties with Richard Schechner’s concept of performance as “restored behavior,”
which will be considered presently.

Behavior therapy

The strategies and theories of the behavior therapists have attracted even less attention from theatre
and performance theorists than has the work of Moreno, which is surprising since they also have
drawn very specifically upon the theatrical model. This influence is stated with particular clarity in the
article “Role Theory,” contributed by behavior therapists T. Sarbin and V. Allen to the 1968
Handbook of Social Psychology. Here they recapitulate in some detail the conventional theatre
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process, in which the goal of the actor is to achieve a successful enactment of a role by means of
practice. In this the actor may be aided by a coach whose function it is “to provide social
reinforcement to the learner. Praise and criticism provide incentives for the learner, and at the same
time furnish feedback which can be used to improve performance.” In fact, behavior therapists have
suggested, one need only substitute “client” for “actor” in this description and “therapist” for
“coach” to obtain an accurate model of the clinical operations of behavior rehearsal.29 In the early
days of behavior therapy, its role-playing techniques were called behavioral drama or behavioristic
psychodrama, but confusion with Moreno’s approach caused its practitioners to seek another name.
The term “replication therapy” had some vogue (and arouses intriguing associations with Schechner’s
concept of “restored behavior”), but gradually behavior rehearsal came to be the preferred term.
Although both behavior rehearsal and psychodrama share a strong interest in the theatrical model and
utilize performance of scripted behavior from the past for clinical purposes, their theoretical
grounding and approaches are in fact quite distinct. Moreno focused upon the theatrical concept of
catharsis, and saw role playing as a method of freeing the client’s spontaneity, allowing a
break‑through into a new social/psychological configuration. Behavior rehearsal focuses more on the
theatre’s rehearsal and learning process, with less emphasis upon new insight than upon gaining better
social/psychological skills, under the guidance of a therapist who serves a function similar to the
acting coach or director.

Eric Berne and Talcott Parsons

Although Eric Berne feels that the most rewarding moments of human experience are to be attained in
what he calls intimacy or spontaneity, he also suggests that for most people such moments are rarely if
ever achieved, and so “the bulk of the time in serious social life is taken up with playing games,”30 a
distinctly performative activity that involves the assuming of a role and the following of certain
predictable actions with a concealed motivation. Berne’s model becomes even more specifically
theatrical when he moves up from the rather simple social interactions he calls games to larger, more
complex sets of transactions, which he calls “scripts.” Instead of dealing, as do games, with a simple
reaction or situation, scripts are “an attempt to repeat in derivative form a whole transference
drama,” which indeed may even be split up into acts “exactly like the theatrical scripts which are
intuitive artistic derivatives of the primal dramas of childhood.” Berne specifically characterizes the
script as a “performance” which is “by nature recurrent,” even though the performance may be the
work of a lifetime.31

Berne’s model reflects one of the major orientations in modern sociology, owing much to a highly
influential figure in establishing the field, Talcott Parsons. Although Parsons did not utilize as much
specifically theatrical terminology as did Berne, his system for the analysis of human action, first
extensively developed in his 1937 The Structure of Social Action, contains almost identical elements:
an “actor,” an “end” sought by the actor, a “current situation” that the actor seeks to transform by
action, and a “mode of orientation,” basically comparable to Berne’s “script,” drawn from a
repertoire of normative patterns of activity provided by the society and repeated either directly, or, as
Berne suggests, “in derivative form” by individual social “actors.”32 Although this model, and
variations of it, have been to date the most influential sociological concepts for performance theorists,
other competing models offer provocative alternatives and relate, arguably more directly, to more
recent work in performance itself.

Social constructionism

During the 1960s a competing orientation to the study of human action arose that came to be called
“social constructionism,” from P. L. Berger and T. Luckman’s study, The Social Construction of
Reality (1967). Although this new direction was prefigured by Karl Mannheim’s study of the
“sociology of knowledge,” Ideology and Utopia (1936), the theorist generally credited with
establishing it as a major direction was Alfred Schutz. Schutz argued that instead of following
institutionalized, externally given, and essentially stable “scripts,” the “actors” of the social world
navigate this world by using a patchwork of “recipe knowledge,” in which “clear and distinct
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experiences are intermingled with vague conjectures; suppositions and prejudices cross well-proven
evidences; motives, means and ends, as well as causes and effects, are strung together without clear
understanding of their real connections. There are everywhere gaps, intermissions, discontinuities.”
Schutz suggests that there is apparently “a kind of organization by habits, rules and principles,” but
the origins and operations of these have been scarcely studied and may be impossible to determine.33

“Social constructionism” thus hypothesizes that patterns of social performance are not “given in the
world” or “pre-scripted” by the culture, but are constantly constructed, negotiated, reformed,
fashioned and organized out of scraps of “recipe knowledge,” a pragmatic piecing together of pre-
existing scraps of material recalling the process French theorists have called bricolage. An important
extension of Schutz’s work has been developed by Harold Garfinkel, to which Garfinkel has given the
name “ethnomethodology”—a study of these pragmatic methods by which “common-sense actors”
constitute their social world.34 The potential implications for this constructive orientation for
performance are considerable, since it suggests how performance, while operating within the highly
coded systems of a culture, may yet generate constantly new configurations of action.

A similar view of pragmatic human activity is advanced in Michel de Certeau’s 1984 The Practice
of Everyday Life, which, drawing upon sociological studies like those of Goffman and
ethnomethodological work like that of Garfield, distinguishes between “strategies” (much like
Schutz’s “recipe knowledge”), the institutionalized frameworks, scripts, or patterns of action that
serve as general guides to behavior, and “tactics,” the specific instances of behavior improvised by
individuals according to the perceived demands of the moment and unknowable in advance.35 Even
though de Certeau’s tactics never directly oppose cultural strategies, their operations in improvising
upon these strategies and combining elements of them in new ways provides a continual performative
ground for change, since new strategies come into being through tactical improvisation.
Contemporary performers seeking to resist, challenge, or even subvert the dominant codes and
assumptions of their culture have found Certeau’s “tactics” a useful theoretical and practical tool. A
tactic, says de Certeau:

insinuates itself into the other’s place, fragmentarily, without taking it over in its entirety, without being able to keep it at a
distance. It has at its disposal no base where it can capitalize on its advantages, prepare its expansions, and secure independence
with respect to circumstances . . . because it does not have a place, a tactic depends on it—it is always on the watch for
opportunities that much be seized ‘on the wing.’ Whatever it wins, it does not keep. It must constantly manipulate events in order

to turn them into ‘opportunities.’36 ‘is worthwhile because it is antagonistic to official views of reality.’

This is the behavioral equivalent of the operations of Bakhtin’s utterance, but even more oriented
toward working for an expression “outside” an established “proper” system. As Wlad Godzich notes,
in summarizing de Certeau’s contributions to discourse theory, de Certeau “recovers an agential
dimension for us in as much as it recognizes that discursive activity is a form of social activity, an
activity in which we attempt to apply the roles of the discourses that we assume,” thus placing us
“squarely in front of our responsibility as historical actors.”37 This active operation from an
“outside” position makes this concept of great importance for theorists interested in performance as
resistant to social and cultural “givens.” Alan Read, for example, whose Theatre and Everyday Life
provides a fascinating application of the insights of de Certeau and other social constructionists to the
phenomenon of theatre, asserts unequivocally that theatre “is worthwhile because it is antagonistic to
official views of reality.”

Goffman and keying

Of the many social theorists associated with social constructionism, only Erving Goffman has so far
exerted widespread influence among performance theorists, partly because of Goffman’s greater
general visibility outside the field of sociology and partly because of the specifically performative
metaphors he has often employed. On the whole, however, Goffman stresses the improvisatory, ad
hoc nature of social performance much less than most social constructionists, and this makes him
much less useful than others might be in the currently active area of socially or culturally resistant or
transformative performance.

One concept of Goffman that does point in this direction is that of “keying,” which does consider
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at least one sort of transformative performance. For purposes of analysis, Goffman needed to be able
to isolate sequences or happenings from the ongoing stream of human behavior and these sequences
he calls “strips of experience.” A “strip of experience,” he is careful to point out, is not necessarily a
natural division for those involved or even an analytical device for inquirers, but is simply a “raw
batch of occurrences (of whatever status in reality) that one wants to draw attention to as a starting
point in analysis.”38 Whenever such a sequence of activity is given coherence by some cultural frame,
then it is subject to replication and transformation within the social world through two basic
processes: fabrication and keying. In the case of fabrication, one or more individuals manage a strip of
activity so that others will have a false idea of what is going on. Keying, much more directly
connected with what is normally thought of as performance, involves a strip of activity already
meaningful on some terms that is transformed by recontextualization into something with a different
meaning. Among the basic “keys” in our society Goffman mentions such “playful” redoings as
make‑believe or contests, ceremonial redoings, and technical redoings (such as theatrical rehearsals).
He might also have mentioned, though he does not, the more “serious” keys represented by the
“scripts” of Eric Berne or the re‑enacted behavior of psychodrama or behavior therapy.

Goffman’s concepts of “keying” and the “strip of experience,” while conceived for sociological
analysis, have proven extremely useful also to ethnographic theorists with a performance orientation.
Both Richard Bauman and Dell Hymes have explored the concept of “keying,” though from
somewhat different directions. Bauman, rather closer to Goffman, uses “keying” to refer to the
metacommunication (in Bateson’s sense) that establishes a performative “frame,” seeking, in his
terms, “to determine the culture-specific constellations of communicative means that serve to key
performance in particular communities.”39 Hymes uses the term to suggest degrees of
“authenticity”—distinguishing rote or perfunctory performances from those that successfully fulfill
“the standards intrinsic to the tradition in which the performance occurs.”40

Schechner and restored behavior

Goffman’s “strip of experience” is a major inspiration for Richard Schechner’s closely related “strip
of behavior,” a central concept in his 1985 Between Theater and Anthropology. Goffman, however,
emphasized the function of the “strip” in the process of social analysis, while Schechner is concerned
with the strip as a mechanism for performance. The process of strip transformation that interests
Schechner is closely related to what Goffman calls “keying,” but Schechner creates his own term for
this phenomenon, “restored behavior,” a term that has proven extremely useful for subsequent
performance theorists. With this shift in terminology comes also a shift in focus. “Keying” emphasizes
the transformations themselves, while “restored behavior” emphasizes the process of repetition and
the continued awareness of some “original” behavior, however distant or corrupted by myth or
memory, which serves as a kind of grounding for the restoration. Schechner compares a culture’s use
of restored behavior to a film director’s use of a strip of film. The source of this strip may be
apparently honored, but in practice the strip, removed from its conditions of origin, now becomes raw
material available to make “a new process, a performance.”41 Human cultures offer a rich variety of
restored behaviors—organized sequences of events that exist separately from the performers who
“do” these events, thus creating a reality that exists on a different plane from “everyday” existence.
Schechner lists shamanism, exorcism, trance, ritual, aesthetic dance and theatre, initiation rites, social
dramas, psychoanalysis, psychodrama, and transactional analysis as among the performances that
utilize restored behavior. The recent concern with citationality, which will be discussed in the
following chapter, explores this same dynamic of restoration within the operations of language.

One might note that in all the cases cited by Schechner the operations of restored behavior are
marked for both participants and spectators by various framing devices. From the point of view of the
performer, restored behavior involves behaving as if one is someone else or even oneself in other states
of feeling or being. The difference between such operations and Goffman’s “presentations of self in
everyday life” Schechner calls a difference in degree, not in kind,42 though it seems important to note
that for the operations of restoration to function, there must even in everyday life be at least some
consciousness of performing a social “role.” This double consciousness, on the part of both the
performer and the audience, provides the subject for some of Schechner’s most thoughtful analysis in
this book. He speaks of a visitor to one of America’s restored villages, such as the Plymouth
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